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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My research on the impacts of artificial light spectrum and flashing vs. steady-burning light on night migrating birds. We found that blue and green light has greater impact than red light in disrupting nocturnal bird migration in low overcast situations.  We also documented that flashing light has much less impact than steady-burning light.Evans, W. R., Y. Akashi, N. S. Altman, and A. M. Manville II. 2007. Response of night-migrating songbirds in cloud to colored and flashing light. North American Birds 60:476-488. http://oldbird.org/pubs/lightstudy.pdf
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Low pressure sodium – Flagstaff, AZ 

Mercury vapor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gas-discharge lamp street lighting evolved from mercury Vapor (green tinted), which are being phased out, to sodium vapor (yellow tinted), which are still commonly used. Sodium vapor lights have much less short wavelength light than mercury vapor (see Light Spectra chart).Short wavelength light is well-documented to have ecological impacts - insect, amphibian, reptile, bird and mammal impacts are documented (I’m currently compiling a list of studies).The American Medical Association recently published a report summarizing human impact issues with short wavelength light including circadian rhythm, eye discomfort and disability glare.CSAPH Report 2-A-16, 2016.  Human and Environmental Effects of Light Emitting Diode (LED) Community Lighting. American Medical Association. http://darksky.org/wp-content/uploads/bsk-pdf-manager/AMA_Report_2016_60.pdfShort wavelength light also disproportionately contributes to greater sky glow than longer wavelengths. (I’m currently compiling documentation)Low pressure sodium lighting (another gas-discharge type) has minimal ecological and human impacts, but has not seen wide use.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ithaca night time lighting scene.  The bright white lights in the right-center of the picture are from Cornell’s Schoellkopf Field stadium, which is used for Big Red sports events. These are metal halide lamps which put out lots of short wavelength light and incur major ecological and sky glow impacts. On a foggy night in October 2005, ~10,000 migrating songbirds were grounded in and around the stadium.  Every fall Cornell undergrads now head to the stadium on low cloud ceiling nights to study disoriented migrating birds.The numerous yellow lights in the picture are largely sodium vapor street lights owned by NYSEG.The bright white lights in the lower center are those associated with the big box section of the route 13 strip. For an example of ecological impact of different light types, go out on a warm summer night and observe the number of insects flying around the WalMart parking lot lights, which are metal halide with high short wavelength output, versus the Home Depot parking lot lights, which are sodium vapor with relative low short wavelength output.  You’ll see far fewer at the latter. If you go to WalMart at daybreak the next morning you can see birds checking under each light pole and feasting on the bounty of disoriented & exhausted moths. 



LED (light emitting diode) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outdoor lighting is transitioning from gas-discharge to light-emitting diode (LEDs)LEDs are more expensive but offer greater energy savings.They also come with a lot of spectral options.  Apparently 10% of the US has already switched over, but the initial LEDs had a 4000 k color spectrum with relatively high short wavelength output (see 4100 k in chart).Whereas sodium vapor lights have a color temperature of only 2100 k.There are LED options that are equivalent to or have less short wavelength output than sodium vapor (see top two in chart).  These are less efficient (~3% less) but these are the ones we should strive for because of human and environmental health considerations and reduced sky glow.



City of Ithaca buying ~2000 street lights from NYSEG with an eye to convert to LEDs 
 

Need to weigh & balance: 
 

Energy savings Sky glow         Ecological impacts         Etc. 
 

EMC advisory input? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m hoping to have an outline of specific recommendations with citations for the EMC to consider supporting by early January 2017.



Demonstration of variable insect attraction to different light types 
@ 

5th annual Ithaca Moth Night 

Saturday July 9th 2016  at Lower Robert Treman State Park  
(parking lot near Park office) 

9PM-Midnight 
 
 

http://www.oldbird.org/mothweek/FingerLakesMothEvents.html 
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